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In [2] Frisch used the following to prove that for a holomorphic

map <j> the set of points where a coherent complex-analytic sheaf is

not 0-flat is a complex-analytic subvariety:

Suppose A is a Stein compact subset of a real- or complex-

(1) analytic space (X, 0). If A is semianalytic, then Y(A, 0) is

Noetherian.

A counterexample was constructed by Frisch in [2] to show that (1)

is in general false if A is not semianalytic. In this note we give a

necessary and sufficient condition for a Stein compact subset A of a

complex-analytic space (X, 0) so that Y (A, 0) is Noetherian (and

also an analogue for real-analytic spaces) :

Theorem 1. Suppose A is a Stein compact subset of a (not necessarily

reduced) complex-analytic space (X, S), i.e. A admits a neighborhood

basis in X consisting of Stein open subsets of X. Then Y (A, 0) is

Noetherian if and only if YC\A has only a finite number of topological

components for every complex-analytic subvariety Y defined in any open

neighborhood of A.

If £ is a metric space, then ds denotes the metric of E. For xEE

and A, CCE,ds(x, A) =inf„e¿ ds(x,y) and dB(C, A) =iniyec dB(y, A).

For e>0 and xEE, BE(x; e) = {yEE\dE(x, y)<e}. For e>0 and

x, yEE a finite sequence of points x0, • • • , xm in E is called an e-chain

joining»; toy if x0 = x, xm = y and ds(xi, Xi+i)<e for 0^i<m. By [4, 5.

T(b), p. 169], we have:

If x and y are points of a compact subset K of a metric space,

(2) then x and y are in the same topological component of K if and

only if, for every e>0, x can be joined to y by an e-chain in K.

Lemma 1. Suppose E and F are metric spaces and f: E^>F is con-

tinuous, proper, open, and nowhere degenerate (i.e. inverse images of

discrete sets are discrete). If K is a connected compact subset of F, then

f~x(K) has only a finite number of topological components.

Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that K = F. Since / is proper and
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open, f{E) is both open and closed in F. f{E) = F. First we prove the

following:

,_.. For every e>0 there exists 5>0 such that,

W for every a££, f{BB{a; e))DBF(f{a); 8).

If (3) is not true, then there exist (i) e>0, (ii) a strictly decreasing

sequence of positive numbers {5„} approaching 0, and (iii) a se-

quence {ö„} in E such that f{BE{an; ¿))3)Bp{f{an); 8n). Take xn

EBF(f{an); 8n)—f{BE{an; e)). Since E and F are both compact,

x^—*x* in F and a„m—»a* in £ for some subsequence ¡kb) of {«}.

/(a*) =#*, because dF(f{an), x„) <8n and S„—»0. Since BB{a*; e/2) and

f{BE{a*; e/2)) are open neighborhoods of a* and x* respectively,

there exists m0 such that a„mEBE{a*; e/2) and x„mEf{BE{a*, e/2)) for

m^m0. Hence, for m^m0, f{BE{an<it; e))Z)f{BE{a*; e/2))3x„m. Con-

tradiction. (3) is proved.

Fix yEF. /_1(j) is finite. Let/_1(y)= \bi, • ■ ■ , &*}. Take arbi-

trarily aEE. We are going to prove the following:

..,    For any natural number « there exists 1 ̂ jn^k such that a can

be joined by some 1/«-chain in E to b¡n.

Fix a natural number «. By (3) there exists ô>0 such that

(5) f{BE{c; 1/«)) D BF{f{c) ; 5)       for every c £ £.

Since F is compact and connected, by (2) there exists a 5-chain y0,

• • ■ , ym in F joining/(a) to y. By (5) and by induction on i we can

find ZiEE for O^i^m such that 30 = a,/(3,) =y< and dB{Zi-i, zt) <1/m

for 1 ¿i^m.f{zm) =ym = y implies that zm = bjn for some 1 ¿jn^k. (4)

is proved. There exists 1 ̂ j*^k such that j* =jn for an infinite num-

ber of natural numbers «. Hence, for any e>0, a can be joined to j*

by some e-chain in E. By (2) a is in the same topological component

of E as bj*. E has only a finite number of topological components.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Suppose E is a compact metric space and A is a nonempty

compact topological component of an open subset U of E. Then A is a

topological component of E.

Proof. Let Ä be the topological component of E containing A. We

need only prove that ÄEU. Suppose not. Fix bEÄ—U and aEA.

e = d{A, E-U)>0. Let C= {xEE\e/3^d{x, A)^2e/3} and D
= {xEE\d{x, ^4)^2e/3}. We are going to prove the following:
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,,*    If n is any natural number > 3/e, then a can be joined to some

c„ in C by some l/»-chain in D.

Take «>3/e. a can be joined to b by some 1/w-chain xo, • • • , xm in

E. Let i be the smallest integer such that x^D. 0<if*m. d(*,-_i, #<)

<l/n<e/3 implies that Xi-iEC. Set cn=Xi-i. Then *o, ■ ■ • , *,-_i is

an 1/w-chain in D joining a to cnEC. (6) is proved. Since C is com-

pact, Cnm—*c* in C for some subsequence {nm} of {n}. For any Ô>0, a

can be joined to c* by some S-chain in D. By (2) c* belongs to the

topological component of D containing a. Since DCU and A is the

topological component of U containing a, c*EA, contradicting

d(c*,A)^e/3.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Suppose X and Y are connected, reduced, normal complex-

analytic spaces of dimension n. If f: X—* Y is a nowhere degenerate

proper holomorphic map. Then fis open.

Proof. Take xEX. Let D be an open neighborhood of * in X. We

have to show that f(D) is a neighborhood of f(x). We can assume

w.l.o.g. that the closure D~ oí D is compact and D~C>tf~1(f(x)) = {x}.

f(x) (£f(dD), where 3D is the boundary of D. Since Y is normal, there

is an open neighborhood G of f(x) such that G(~\f(dD) = 0 and G is

an irreducible complex-analytic space. Let H = Df~\f~1(G). Let

g: H—>G be induced by/. Then g is proper and nowhere degenerate.

By the proper mapping theorem [3, V.C.5, p. 162], f(H) is an n-

dimensional complex-analytic subvariety of G. Since G is an «-dimen-

sional irreducible complex-analytic space, f(H) = G.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Suppose A is a compact subset of a complex-analytic space

X such that YC\A has only a finite number of topological components if

Y is a complex analytic subvariety in some open neighborhood of A in X.

Suppose U is an open neighborhood of A in X and f: Z—*U is a proper

nowhere degenerate holomorphic map, where Z is a complex-analytic

space. Then f~x(A) has only a finite number of topological components.

Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that X and Z are reduced and by

virtue of the compactness of A also that dim Z< <x>. We use induction

on dim Z. The case dim Z = 0 is trivial. Suppose w^ 1 and the lemma

is true for dim Z < n. Suppose dim Z = n. Let t: Z-*Z be the normal-

ization of Z. We need only prove that (fow)~1(A) has only a finite

number of topological components. Hence we can assume w.l.o.g.

that Z is normal. Since f~l(A) intersects only a finite number of

branches of Z, we can assume that Z is connected. V=f(Z) is an irre-

ducible  complex  analytic subvariety  of dimension  n  in   U.  Let
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a: V—*V be the normalization of V. There is a unique nowhere de-

generate proper holomorphic map/: Z—*V such that cro/=/. By

Lemma 3/is open. By Lemma 1 we need only prove that a~1{A) has

only a finite number of topological components. Let W he the set of

all singular points of V. Let W = tr~1{W) and r=cr| W. Since dim W

<», by induction hypothesis t_1{A) has only a finite number of topo-

logical components Du • • ■ , Dk- Let cr-1(-4) =U<e/ -E» be the decom-

position into topological components. Since Dj is a connected subset

of cr_1(^)> f°r some i¡EI, DjEEir Let J = I—{ih • ■ • , 4}. Then

Ei(~\W = 0 for i£J. For iEJ, £< is a topological component of

<r~l{A) — W. Since V — W is biholomorphic to V—W, cr(£<), iEJ, are

distinct topological components of ACW—W. By Lemma 2, cr(£,),

i£J, are distinct topological components of A(~\V. Hence / is finite.

/ is finite.    Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) The "only if" part. Suppose F is a

complex-analytic subvariety of an open neighborhood U of A in X

such that Vr\A has an infinite number of topological components.

We are going to construct by induction on n subsets F„ of VC\A such

that:
(i)  Vi=Vr\A,
(ii)  Fn+i is a proper open and closed subset of Vn, and

(iii)  Vn has an infinite number of topological components.

Set Fi= VC\A. Suppose we have constructed Vn. Since V„ is not

connected, F» is the disjoint union of two proper open and closed

subsets B and C of F„. Since Vn has an infinite number of topological

components, one of B and C, say B, has an infinite number of topo-

logical components. Set Vn+i = B. The construction is complete. Let

/„= {/£r(^4, 0)\fz is not a unit of 0Z lor xE Vn\. In is an ideal in the

ring T{A, 0). /nC/»+i- To prove that T{A, ©) is not Noetherian, we

need only show

(7) /, * /„+,.

Fix n. FB+i and Vf~\A — FB+i are two disjoint compact subsets of U.

Let G and H be two disjoint open subsets of U containing respectively

FB+i and VC\A - Fn+i. {U- F)WGUi/ is an open neighborhood of

A. There exists a Stein open neighborhood D of A in {U— F)UGWi/.

D r\ V C G W H. Let d be the ideal-sheaf of V on U. Let
sET{Dr\V, Q/ê) be induced by the element sET{GUH, e) which is
identically 0 on G and is identically 1 on //. Since D is Stein, by

Cartan's Theorem B (for not necessarily reduced complex-analytic

Stein spaces) s is induced by some ÏET{D, G). Let t=~t\A. Take

xE F„— F„+i. ty is not a unit of Ö„ for y£ FB+i, but tx is a unit of 0X.

tEIn+i-In. (7) is proved.
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(b) The "if part. We can assume w.l.o.g. that w = dim X<<x>.

Suppose that / is an ideal in the ring r(.<4, 0). For Q^k^n+i

consider

For some open neighborhood Uk of A in X there exist/{*', • • • ,

/&£r(£/-4, 0) such that (i) (ff>\A)EI, (ii) if fEY(U, 0) for
(8)k some open neighborhood U of A in Uk and (f\A)EI, then for

some open neighborhood U' of A in U the complex-analytic

subvariety {xEU'\fx^Y}-\ 0z(/i<W)*} is of dimension <£.

We are going to prove (8)* by backward induction on k. (8)„+i is

obviously true. Suppose (8)* holds for m<k^n+L On Um+i let

$= E?-"i+1) 0/im+1)- Let g be the ideal-sheaf on Um+i defined as fol-

lows: for xEUm+i, Qx = {sE0x\ for some open neighborhood D of x

in Um+i there exist tEY(D, 0) and a complex-analytic subvariety V

of dimension ^m in F> such that tyE$y for y G c/m+i— F and tx = s}.

g is coherent and F= {a;Eí7m+i| g^íFa,} is a complex-analytic sub-

variety of dimension:£m in Um+i ([6, Theorem 3]; cf. [7, Satz 3]).

Give Y the reduced complex-analytic structure. Let ir: Y—*Y be the

normalization of Y. By Lemma 4, ir~1(Ar\Y) has only a finite number

of topological components &,•••, Cp. Take ZjECj and let #,•

= 7t(zj), lg/^p. Since, for ;cE-<4, 0i is Noetherian, for some open

neighborhood Um of A in i/m+i there exist gi, ■ ■ • , grEY(Um, ©) such

that (g{\A)EIior l^i^rand

{(gi)xi I 1 ú i ú r} generates the same ideal in

(9)
0,, as {/„,!/£/},       \újúp.

Set q(m)=q(m + l)+r. Define f¡m)=f¡m+1)\ Um for 1 £i£q(m+t) and

fj+,{m+i)—gi i°r 1 èjûr. We claim that these satisfy (8)m. Take

fEY(U, 0) for some open neighborhood U oí A in Um such that

(f\ A) El-By (8)m+i, for some open neighborhood £/" of ,4 in U, (f\ U")
EY(U", g). The complex-analytic subvariety

z= \xeu"\f,$q£ox<jlm))x\

is contained in Y. Let Zi be the union of w-dimensional branches of

Z not interesecting A. Let U'=U"—Zi and Z0 = ZÍMJ'. All we have

to prove is that Z0 has no ra-dimensional branch. Suppose the con-

trary. Let V be an wi-dimensional branch of Z0. t~1(V)í~\Cj7¿0 for

some i^j^p. Let tt~1(UT\Y) = Uxel Fx be the decomposition into

irreducible branches. Since dim V = m and dim Fgw, 7r_1(F)

= Uxgjií Fx for some subset M of L. Fx^Cy^iZ^ for some\£lf. Since
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Yx(~\TT~1{Ar\ Y) is a union of topological components of 7r-1(^n Y),

CjEYirw-^ACW). ZjEfKV). XjEV, contradicting (9). Hence
(8)* is true for Ogè^M + 1.

We claim that {(/,(0)|^)| 1 gíáff(O)} generates / over T{A, ©).

Take g£/. Then g=/|^4 for some fET{U, 0), where U is an open

neighborhood of A in i/o. By (8) o there exists an open neighborhood

U' olAinU such that/,£ ¿?1°1 0«(/io))* for xE U'. Let IF be a Stein

open neighborhood of A in U'. Let <p: Q^-^Ya°\ 6/<(0) be the sheaf -

epimorphism on W defined by <p{si, • ■ ■ , sqW) = £*-í si(ñ0))* f°r

(iii • • • . i«K0))£©ï(o) and xEW. Since Hl{W, Ker <p) =0, there exist

ai, • ■ ■ , aî(0)£r(IF, ©) such that/= XM°] a¡f¡0) on IF. Let bi = at\A,
1 èièq{0). Then g = £«L°1 bi(f¡0)).    Q.E.D.

Corollary. Suppose A is a Stein compact subset of a complex-

analytic space {X, 0) and A is contained in an 1-dimensional complex-

analytic subvariety of X. Then T{A, 0) is Noetherian if and only if A

has only a finite number of topological components.

We are going to give a real-analytic analogue of Theorem 1.

Lemma 5. Suppose A is a compact subset of Rn. Then A is a Stein

compact subset of Cn.

Proof. Take an open neighborhood U of A in C". We have to prove

that A has a Stein open neighborhood in U. Let IF= Uf~\Rn. For some

real-analytic functions gi, • • • , g* on W the map (gi, • ■ ■ , gk):W

—>Rk imbeds W as a real-analytic submanifold of Rk [l, Folgerung zu

Satz 8, p. 53].

For some open neighborhood G ol W in U, gi, • • • , gk are the re-

striction to W of holomorphic functions /i, • • • , /* on G. Take

c>sup{\gj{x)\\xEA,lèj^k}.hetK={xEW\gj{x)\^c,l^j^k}.
Let H be a relatively compact open neighborhood of K in G. Let

Zi = Xi+iyi, • ■ • , zn=xn-\-iyn be the coordinates of C". For e>0 let

D, = {x £ G | | yi{x) |   < e, • • • , | yn{x) \   < e,

|/i0)|   <c, ■ ■■ , \fk{x)\   <c}.

Df is relatively compact in G for some 5>0, because r\¡>o{D¡H\H)-

= KEH [4, 5. F(a), p. 163]. Dt is a Stein open neighborhood of A in

U.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. Suppose A is a compact subset of a coherent real-analytic

space {X, (R) [l, p. 44]. Then T{A, CR) is Noetherian if and only if Zf\A

has only a finite number of topological components for every real-analytic

subvariety Z of an open neighborhood U of A in X definable by a coherent

ideal-sheaf on U.
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Proof, (a) The "if" part. W.l.o.g. we can suppose that X is a co-

herent real-analytic subvariety of R" for some n [l, Folgerung zu

Satz 8, p. 53]. Let â be the ideal-sheaf of X on R". Let Û and 0 be

respectively the structure-sheaves of R" and C". By Lemma 5 A is a

Stein compact subset of Cn. Let Y be an arbitrary complex-analytic

subvariety in some open neighborhood U of A in C". Let G be a Stein

open neighborhood of A in U. Let G be a relatively compact open

neighborhood of A in G. Y(~\G can be defined by a finite number of

holomorphic functions /1, • • • , /* on G. Let W=G(~\Rn and Z

= YC\ W. Z is a real-analytic subvariety of W definable by a coherent

ideal-sheaf on W, because Z is the set of common zeros of the real

parts and imaginary parts of the restrictions of flt ■ ■ ■ , fk to W.

YC\A =Zr\A has only a finite number of topological components.

By Theorem 1 r(,4, ©) is Noetherian. Since on A 0« Gl®rC, T{A, a)

is Noetherian. Since for any open neighborhood D of A in R",

Hy{D, d) =0 [l, Satz 9, p. 54], T{A, a)->T{A, (R) is surjective. Hence

r(.4, (R) is Noetherian.

(b) The "only if" part is proved in exactly the same way as that of

Theorem 1 except that instead of Cartan's Theorem B, Satz 9 of [l]

is used.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. Suppose A is a compact subset of a coherent real-analytic

space T(X, (R) and A is contained in an l-dimensional real-analytic

subvariety of X definable by a coherent ideal-sheaf. Then T{A, (R) is

Noetherian if and only if A has only a finite number of topological com-

ponents.

Remark. (1) follows from Theorems 1 and 2 and the fact that a

compact semianalytic set has only a finite number of topological

components (see [S]).
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